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scott group custom carpets
Scott Group Custom Carpets, authentically designed and produced in the USA since 1969, uses 

only the finest, most luxurious natural fibers. The collaborative and one-on-one custom design process 

between our in-house design team members and customers speaks to our devotion and commitment 

to delivering exceptional results. Scott Group Custom Carpets provides elegance and sophistication 

in homes, on planes, and in some of  the world’s most well-known buildings and luxury boutiques.



Imprint Collection | Hybrid Quickship

There is an imperfect beauty in the marks that get left behind. 
The Imprint Collection interprets a variety of impressions 
formed by both natural and intentional means. The way the 
wind moves sand, the rippling of water, the prints of a bird’s 
steps, and even petroglyphs left behind by our ancestors, all 
tell a story of  what once was, and where we came from. 

Scott Group Studio is the leader in servicing the aviation industry. 
Our staff of designers, customer service and production team 
members have years of experience in working with our customers 
in meeting the design and performance demands of the 
aviation industry. We serve as your partner throughout the 
entire process. Our expert team will guide you throughout 
each stage from design development and selecting the right 
combination of fibers and construction to meet the unique 

requirements of your customers.

Scott Group Studio

Our machine-made with hand-overtuft “Hybrid” Quickship 
collection is developed specifically for aviation. These products 
are not only beautiful, but highly durable and maintenance 

friendly.

Designed with an elegant palette of in-stock yarns, the Imprint 
Collection brings eight new stylish patterns to our Quickship 
product offerings. These new designs are available for your 

projects in as quick as four weeks.

About our Quickship



Inspired by the marks created in petroglyphs, 
these patterns emulate historic works of art. 
Through curved forms and a hand-drawn 
aesthetic, these impressions remind us of a 
culture that came before us.



Shown left: Silica OT

M2657:  Silica OT



Siamo with Silk 

M2611:  Cantin OT

Shown right: Cantin OT



M2610:  Berwick OT

Elea Grid with Silk  
and Larkin with Silk (W83380) 

Shown left (left to right): Berwick OT and Silica OT



Reflective of the shapes that shadows cast, 
or the soft marks the wind makes in dunes, 
these patterns possess a delicate flow, reminiscent 
of some of earth’s natural mark-making abilities.



M2606:  Trava OT

Shown left (top to bottom): Afon OT, Trava OT and Tally OT



M2608:  Afon OT

Shown left: Afon OT



Mimicking the rippling imprints left behind 
as the tide ebbs and flows, these patterns 
showcase a sense of serenity through linear, 
but organically moving forms.



M2612:  Pyla OT

Shown right (left to right): Heron OT and  Pyla OT



M2609:  Tally OT



M2613:  Heron OT

Shown right: Heron OT



A B C

A. M2606:  Trava OT
B. M2608:  Afon OT
C. M2609:  Tally OT
D. M2610:  Berwick OT
E. M2611:  Cantin OT
F. M2612:  Pyla OT
G. M2657:  Silica OT
H. M2613:  Heron OT

Our Hybrid Collections combine the luxury of  hand-
crafted details, with the efficiency of  our machine-made 
carpets. The beautiful machine-tufted textures include 
cut pile, linear loop, random loop, or a combination 
of  cut and loop. They can be used as simple elegant 
textures, or as a base for customized overtufted designs. 
All of  our rugs and carpets offer you the flexibility and 
luxury of  custom colors, sizes, and designs. 
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Shown left (left to right): Pyla OT, Silica OT and Heron OT


